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Todd Pressley

Todd Pressley’s interests and capabilities would support the HMGS board. Todd’s active role in the gaming
community spans several decades. He volunteers several times a year in support of conventions. As a
professional supporting the Federal and local governments, he routinely engages with people from across the
nation. Todd’s actions and professionalism recommend him for a board seat supporting the membership.
Todd volunteers in support of conventions. In Denver, he organized the miniatures room for the Denver Gamers
Association (DGA) from 2005 to 2010. Denver provided interactions with some premier artists, like Lili Troy,
and provided a love of painting. When Todd’s job transferred to Virginia, he began to look to HMGS for a new
opportunity to volunteer and took on an instructor role at Hobby University in 2013 where he continues today.
Todd’s work has led him to be a good communicator with people of varying backgrounds. In college, Todd
studied Physics and Electrical Engineering. These courses sparked an interest in understanding how things work
which led to his current career building cellular networks for his clients. He develops solutions for clients across
the Federal and local governments to establish communications where none exists. In addition, Todd develops
position papers and explains technology to corporate leaders both technical and non-technical. His work takes
him on the road to help establish relationships with new and existing clients.
Todd’s interest in historical miniatures began in middle school with his purchase of the Avalon Hill game,
Tobruk, and has continued to this day. His miniature collection began with micro armor and 1/2400 scale ships.
These interests evolved to linear tactics and research into the variety of uniforms during the horse and musket
era. Today, he is collecting a variety of periods, including Ancients, Napoleonics, and WWII. He is known
within his gaming group as the "Rules Collector” where he enjoys trying out new concepts for simulations.
Todd’s interest in the board is to serve the HMGS gaming community. His mission is to provide the best
possible space for gaming for our HMGS members.

